
 
Kiaora Tatou 

Ko Koheroa Te Maunga 

Ko Tirohanga Te Awa 

No Kawakawa Ahau 

Ko Lumkong Toku Whanau 

Ko Cookson Toku Whanau 

Ko Richard Rua Ko Ngaire Taku Matua 

Ko Stella Me Cade Taku Tamariki 

Ko Jo Toku Ingoa 

My roots and my heart lie in the Bay of Islands. Born and raised on a family farm in Kawakawa, this 
place has been home to my whanau for five generations. My great grandparents made camp with 
their 13 children by the Waiomio River before settling higher up Ruapekapeka Rd, on the ridge 
above the Waiomio Valley and below Ruapekapeka Pa. 
I find my spiritual home in nature, this is where I find peace, a sense of connection and grace. 

My Maunga Koheroa Is my visual anchor. It sits close to Ruapekapeka Pa (the bats nest) site of the 
last Flagstaff war.  I see Koheroa from the water in the Bay of Islands, from the hills above Kerikeri 
from the Pakaraka plateau and from Hukerenui as I approach home from the south. 
Standing on my Maunga I find perspective, hope and clarity.  

My Awa finds its way from the north east slopes of Koheroa winding through the land my family 
settled to join the Waiomio, Otiria and Kawakawa Rivers. Flowing on to Opua and The Bay of 
Islands beyond. In my river I find guidance and resilience. A reminder of how I like to be in this 
world. This is a path of flow, of ease and acceptance, which aligns with the persistence to carve and 
shape my world. It is also how I find my way to my Maunga, my higher perspective.  

I can’t imagine growing up in any other place, I’ve always loved the Bay and knew I’d gravitate 
back. On leaving Bay of islands College, I found myself in Otago studying Outdoor Education and 
Biomechanics. I wasn’t sold on university as being the way forward and at 19 I chose to change tac 
heading abroad to escape the expectations of others,  to figure out what I wanted and to 
experience unfamiliar environments.  
I found myself as the only non-Jewish person in a Jewish summer  camp in the United States. 
 I found myself roaming Mexico not speaking a word of Spanish as a tall young blonde female.  
I found myself crossing militarised borders into Guatemala as a naive peaceful Kiwi girl and found 
myself in the middle of a civil war. I came back with what I’d been looking for and more. 

 I returned to work and study in Otago and the region stretching from Stewart Island into 
Southland, Central Otago and the Mackenzie country. I was employed as a conservation corp 



supervisor by DOC and the Ministry of Youth Affairs. Working with youth in outdoor/experiential 
education, vocation and conservation. My work and university lives were linked by my research into 
the changes I saw in the youth with whom I worked. I looked closely at ethical and moral shifts 
which came through the experiential education, establishing trusting relationships and time spent 
in the natural environment. I feel privileged to have been offered this opportunity and connect with 
this county and these people.  

From the age of 19 I spent summers working in the tourism and outdoor education sectors running 
a sea kayaking company here in the Bay of islands, we struck up a deal with Fullers and had kayaks 
in Otahei Bay and spent days picking up travellers and locals alike at the Russel and Paihia Wharf in 
my little runabout and spent days paddling the islands sharing my love for this place.  

I met my ex-husband Robbie during one of those summers, eventually gravitating back across the 
Pacific to North America with him. With an established base to live and travel from, we spent a 
good deal of time in Trinidad and Tobago Robbie’s homeland. This place has also shaped me and 
holds a piece of my heart.  We settled in the United States with Robbie playing Rugby for the 
American Eagles and needed to base himself there through 1999 world cup. I spent 12 years in 
Colorado, my 12 year old son Cade was born there. I didn’t find American culture easy to begin, 
and life in a landlocked city was a little claustrophobic.  In Colorado nature again kept me 
grounded. I found many Maunga, to climb to find perspective and Awa to remind me of how I wish 
to move through this world... Colorado is a beautiful place and I made some beautiful friends. 

Struggling to find work as an outdoor instructor, I was told I’d have to start over to get a job. All my 
references were foreign and qualifications foreign too so it was more difficult to check up on and 
local candidates were favoured. On looking through the newspaper for job prospects I realised all 
the options I were drawn to had a creative element. I didn’t want to go back to university to retrain 
so I practiced what I preached in my previous research into experiential education and I made my 
way through a backdoor into the Design and Creative Industry. 

I began buying and renovating homes, building a portfolio and earning while I learnt. I had been 
lucky enough as a kid to have some mad creative relatives in Wellington who opened my eyes to 
the world of design. My aunt and uncle Clare and Ian Athfeild were my hero’s. Their home and 
business in Wellington was the sort of place where you sit around the old wool shed table 
brainstorming with the likes of Richard and Tania Taylor of Weta Workshops or Sam Hunt the poet. 
Their vision, philosophy and creative process had a huge influence and their experimental hillside 
home in Khandalla Wellington was a wonderland for me. 

Looking back I believe my subconscious motivation toward design grew out the need for sanctuary 
in a foreign environment. I strived to create spaces and places which felt closer to nature, I believe 
this common human craving is grounded in primitive instinct and is a key factor as to why others 
feel a gravitational pull toward my work.  
Others began to notice what I was doing and my renovation work snowballed into a residential and 
commercial interior design  and art installation business based in Boulder and Denver but taking 
me to Aspen, Arizona, New Mexico and California. I still have my foot in the door there and until 
recently have been going back a month out of each year to work. I step in and out of that life. 

My design practice is grounded in wellbeing, it’s an empathetic process driven by people, 
environment, observation and communication. I work to create environments which are mindful of 
psychological response to space, look at reducing friction in systems.  



Human psychology, response to environment and social architecture are the foundation of my 
practice. It’s interesting how my research, time spent working and studying in my teens and early 
20’s has now come in full circle to influence my current work. I’m intrigued with how the benefits 
gained from spending time in the natural environment can be transferred in the way we design, 
plan and live in the built environment. How we create opportunities for connection, how we can 
apply biomimicry concepts, looking to nature and ecosystems for solutions and vision. 

I returned home almost 11 years ago pregnant and a Mum, my 10 year old daughter was born 
here. After 3 years at home with my children and 9 months on the tools building a home for parents 
along-side a builder,  I started up business here in the Bay of Islands. 

I believe my strength and passion lies in Design and Big Picture Thinking. It took me a long time to 
figure this out, I still cringe thinking back on how frustrating it was not to able to find the one thing I 
was best at, turns out it’s because I’m best at a little bit of everything.  
With no formal qualifications in my chosen field I still feel the nag of imposter syndrome. I feel very 
privileged to have been given so many amazing opportunities to stretch myself and I believe it’s a 
mix of empathy, pragmatism, diverse experience and creativity which lead me to this place.. I see 
everything as being connected, I abhor knowledge and skill silo’s, I find this way of looking at the 
world draining.   
 I look at sustainability not only in terms of the environment but also in terms of human energy. 
  
My bread and butter comes through interior design and some product design but the projects I 
truly gravitate to tend to have a greater impact in terms of human and community wellbeing.  
I’ve been very lucky to have worked on a variety of local commercial and community projects. 
Two projects with council, Kaikohe FNDC head-quarters and Te Hononga in Kawakawa. 
Approximately  40% of the work I have done for council has been pro-bono. With both these 
projects I've had community wellbeing as a core driver. My work and experience has lead me to 
understand how environment impacts culture, productivity and human psychology. I endeavour to 
put my time where I see I’m able to create positive impact. I come up with solutions, implement 
them. I don't point the finger and highlight the fuck ups and the flaws , I do my best to enable 
change for the better with what strengths, experience and skills I have. 

My other local projects include Lumino Kerikeri Dental Centre, Law North, Atlas Legal and most 
recently  I’ve been designing and project managing The Plough and Feather restaurant at the 
Kororipo  Basin Reserve. I give many voluntary hours to work which I feel will have positive 
community impact. I focus my energy on projects which have the potential to enable 
transformational change and community benefit. I do my utmost to remove ego from the design 
process and listen to the desires and needs of others. I’m currently an active participant in the 
following community groups and charitable trusts, The Tuhono 200 Working group, Leadership 
team and Steering Committee of ‘Our Kerikeri’, The chairman of The Illumination Workshop 
charitable trust who endeavour to create educational  tools to enable children to grow their 
emotional intelligence and I’ve recently accepted the position of Chairman of Vision Kerikeri. 
  
I believe leadership is about establishing trust, creating a space which promotes collaboration, 
cross pollination of ideas and trust. 

Jo 
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